
This year has demonstrated that dramatic events do happen now and again.

The changes and restrictions brought upon us by the Corona virus has affected us all to varying

degree. I would like to thank all of you for the efforts that you have made to adapt to the new

situation and in particular those of you who have been involved in teaching.

The move from the Kista campus has also been complicated by both the pandemic as well as

by the negotiations with Stockholm University. Again, a sincere thank you to everyone involved

in making the move as smooth as it has been. Madeleine and Sebastian have done a great job 

It is my hope that things will eventually start to go get back to normal and that we will be able

to take advantage of the new co-location possibilities at Albano. With the focus hopefully

shifting away from Corona and the move, I would like to focus on other topics after the summer

vacation. One such topic is recruitment. I have asked Carlota to head a recruitment task force

that will be devoted to new faculty recruitment. The first task will be to find and nominated

candidates for the KAW fellows program with internal deadlines in the beginning of the fall. If

you know of potential candidates and in particular external candidates please get in contact

with Carlota. 

With that I wish you all a great summer and look forward to seeing you again in

August.
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ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT DURING
SUMMER
If you want to get in contact with the Physics

administration, please use the below email addresses

and not the personal KTH-addresses. All mailboxes will

be checked regularly during summer and we will get

back to you as soon as possible.

HR - hr-aphys@sci.kth.se

Finance - finance-aphys@sci.kth.se

Department administration - admin@aphys.kth.se

GRU - kursexp@sci.kth.se

FoU - phd-physadm@sci.kth.se

Archive - registrar-physadm@sci.kth.se

Head of Physics administration - ninkar@kth.se

https://intra.kth.se/en/sci/lokalt/deadlines-1.756442

